May Place Community Garden Agreement
2004 Garden Season

1) Keep Your Plot Maintained
Each gardener is responsible for their own plot. The plot and the adjacent pathway must be
regularly weeded and maintained, and if neglected the gardener will be given one week notice
to clean it up. Failing to keep the plot tidy, the gardener will forfeit their plot for the following
year. Gardeners who wish to holiday must get someone to take care of their plot.
2) Plant Your Plot by June 1st
Garden plots must have been planted by June 1st (weather permitting), or the gardeners may
forfeit their plot without refund.
3) Harvesting Your Vegetables
Failing to harvest vegetables (if the gardener is not able to be reached) allows other gardeners
to harvest them or donate them IF it has been agreed upon with the garden coordinators that
the plot has been neglected or abandoned.
4) Respecting Other Neighbouring Plots
Gardeners shall not plant illegal or invasive plants, and must prevent their plants from creeping
onto their neighbour’s plots. Tall plants, like corn or plants on a climbing trellis, shall be
planted so that no shade will be cast on neighbour’s plots.
5) Organic Gardening Only
This is an organic garden – no chemical fertilizers or pesticides may be used. A list of
acceptable fertilizers and pest controls will be posted on the bulletin board in the shed.
6) Sharing & Caring for Tools
Each gardener is responsible for taking care of all tools. Tools may not be removed from the
garden, and must remain stored in the locked shed while not in use.
7) Pets on Site
Pets are welcome, however they must remain outside of the garden boundaries.
8) Fall Garden Clean-Up
Gardeners are responsible for helping with garden clean-up at the end of the season (& receive
$10 back from deposit). Failure to help with clean-up may forfeit plot for the following year.
Name:_____________________________________________Phone:______________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________

I will follow the guidelines in the garden agreement as best as possible.
Signed:_____________________________________________Date:_______________________
Receipt for $20 Yearly Garden Deposit – Paid Yes_____________

